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Abstract Deep neural networks have achieved remarkable
success in single image super-resolution (SISR). The com-
puting and memory requirements of these methods have hin-
dered their application to broad classes of real devices with
limited computing power, however. One approach to this
problem has been lightweight network architectures that bal-
ance the super-resolution performance and the computation
burden. In this study, we revisit this problem from an orthog-
onal view, and propose a novel learning strategy to maxi-
mize the pixel-wise fitting capacity of a given lightweight
network architecture. Considering that the initial capacity
of the lightweight network is very limited, we present an
adaptive importance learning scheme for SISR that trains
the network with an easy-to-complex paradigm by dynam-
ically updating the importance of image pixels on the basis
of the training loss. Specifically, we formulate the network
training and the importance learning into a joint optimiza-
tion problem. With a carefully designed importance penalty
function, the importance of individual pixels can be gradu-
ally increased through solving a convex optimization prob-
lem. The training process thus begins with pixels that are
easy to reconstruct, and gradually proceeds to more complex
pixels as fitting improves. Furthermore, the proposed learn-
ing scheme is able to seamlessly assimilate knowledge from
a more powerful teacher network in the form of importance
initialization, thus obtaining better initial capacity in the net-
work. Through learning the network parameters, and updat-
ing pixel importance, the proposed learning scheme enables
smaller, lightweight, networks to achieve better performance
than has previously been possible. Extensive experiments on
four benchmark datasets demonstrate the potential benefits
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of the proposed learning strategy in lightweight SISR net-
work enhancement. In some cases, our learned network with
only 25% of the parameters and computational complexity
can produce comparable or even better results than the cor-
responding full-parameter network.
Keywords Important learning, single image super-
resolution, lightweight network enhancement
1 Introduction
There are a wide variety of applications where the ability
to increase the resolution of an image adds to the user ex-
perience, from from surveillance and public security Zhang
et al (2017a), business and entertainment Liu et al (2017) to
remote sensing Wei et al (2017). Single-image super reso-
lution (SISR), the process of increasing the resolution of an
image without additional information, has received signifi-
cant attention (Huang et al, 2015; Kim et al, 2016a; Yang
et al, 2014) as a result.
Most early SISR methods focus on exploiting pixel statis-
tics (Efrat et al, 2013; Kim and Kwon, 2010) or the internal
patch recurrence (Glasner et al, 2009; Huang et al, 2015) of
HR images as priors. These methods typically do not gen-
eralise well, because even a small divergence between the
properties of the real low-resolution image and the prior em-
bodied in the heuristic causes visible artifacts in the recon-
structed HR image. Recently, deep convolution neural net-
work (DCNN) based learning methods (Kim et al, 2016a,b;
Ledig et al, 2017; Tai et al, 2017; Wang et al, 2015), have
shown remarkable success in SISR, especially on some spe-
cific scaling factors (e.g., 2-4). Nevertheless, due to their
very deep structures, these methods often exhibit signifi-
cant memory and computing requirements, which necessi-
tates powerful computational units (e.g., GPUs) thus lim-
iting their application to the many real devices with lim-
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ited computing power (and particularly hand-held devices
including phones).
To address this problem, some efforts (Dong et al, 2016b;
Shi et al, 2016) dedicate to customize specific lightweight
network architectures. In this study, we revisit this prob-
lem in an orthogonal view and propose to develop an novel
learning strategy to maximize the pixel-wise fitting capacity
of a given lightweight architecture. To this end, we revisit
the traditional training procedure for a SISR network, which
seeks the optimal network parameters to minimize the aver-
age loss over all pixels in training images. Moreover, pixels
of diffident reconstruction difficulty are mixed together to
fed into the network for training. However, by doing this,
complex pixels that are difficult to reconstruct will mislead
the training procedure, which renders the network even fail-
ing to handle pixels that are easy to reconstruct, since the
initial capacity of the lightweight network is very limited
and vulnerable. This is similar to the cognitive process of
human which is prone to be confused when starts with a
compound of complex and easy tasks and considers them
equally. For example, when receiving a compound of easy
and hard words one time, a pupil may fail to remember those
easy ones that should be well mastered. Alternatively, if he
starts with some easy words and gradually attempts to re-
member more and more hard ones when these easy words
have been well mastered, more words will be remembered.
Therefore, the basic pattern of human cognitive process is
to learn from easy to complex and gradually enhance the ca-
pacity of human. Recently, it has been empirically demon-
strated that learning as such a paradigm can avoid bad local
minima and generalize better (Basu and Christensen, 2013;
Khan et al, 2011). Therefore, it is promising to enhance the
capacity of the lightweight SISR network with an appropri-
ate easy-to-complex learning paradigm.
Inspired by this, we present an adaptive importance learn-
ing scheme for SISR, which assigns importance (i.e., the
probability of participating training and zero importance de-
notes removing the pixel during training) to each image pixel
and dynamically updates the importance to control the net-
work training following an easy-to-complex paradigm. To
this end, we formulate the network training as well as the
pixel-wise importance learning into a bi-convex optimiza-
tion problem. With introducing a carefully designed impor-
tance penalty function, the importance of image pixels can
be adaptively updated by solving a convex optimization prob-
lem. As a result, the importance is gradually increased ac-
cording to the network reconstruction error on these pix-
els. By doing this, the network will start with pixels that
are easy to reconstruct for training, and gradually be ex-
posed to more and more complex pixels when its fitting
capacity is enhanced. Furthermore, with the proposed im-
portance learning scheme, the network can seamlessly as-
similate the knowledge from a more powerful teacher net-
work in the form of pixel importance initialization, which
enables the network to generalize better. Through learning
the network parameters and updating the pixel importance in
an alternative way until convergence, the proposed learning
scheme can obviously enhance the network capacity. With
extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets and two
seminal DCNN architectures for SISR, we demonstrate that
the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme is able to
enhance the performance of different scales of lightweight
networks obviously. Moreover, due to not designing specific
lightweight network architecture, it can be conveniently ap-
plied to any lightweight SISR networks for enhancement.
In summary, this study mainly contributes in the follow-
ing four aspects.
– We propose to develop an easy-to-complex learning para-
digm to maximize the fitting capacity of a given lightwei-
ght network architecture for SISR. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to do this in SISR.
– We present an adaptive importance learning scheme to
train the lightweight SISR network for enhancement.
– We propose to distil knowledge from a more powerful
teacher network for better importance initialization.
– We demonstrate the pleasing potential of the proposed
learning scheme in extensive experiments.
2 Related work
In this section, we briefly review the following three aspects
of works related to this study.
Single image super-resolution. In early stage, SISR are
addressed by exploiting the statistical characteristics of HR
image as priors. For example, Sun et al. in (Sun et al, 2008)
learn a gradient profile prior from extensive natural images
and then apply it for SISR. In (Kim and Kwon, 2010), Kim
et al. employ a modification of the natural image prior to re-
fine the detailed structure along edges. Different from these
methods, Glasner et al. (Glasner et al, 2009) propose to ex-
ploit the internal patch recurrence for super-resolution. Huang
et al. (Huang et al, 2015) further introduce the geometric
variation in searching recurrent patches. Recently, inspired
by the success of deep neural networks, especially DCNN,
some literatures commence at learning more powerful SISR
models with DCNN from extensive LR-HR paris. For ex-
ample, Dong et al. (Dong et al, 2016a) construct a 3-layer
DCNN for SISR which outperforms most of previous non-
learning methods. With introducing residual learning, Kim
et al. (Kim et al, 2016a) develop a much deeper (e.g., 20
layers) DCNN based SISR model. Tai et al. (Tai et al, 2017)
further introduce a recursive block into the global residual
structure and gains the state-of-the-art performance. In (Ledig
et al, 2017), Ledig et al. present a generative adversarial net-
work to obtain photo-realistic HR images. Although those
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deep models achieve satisfactory SISR results, most of them
are computational expensive to deploy on real devices. Cur-
rently, a few literatures have commenced at handling this
problem by developing lightweight network architecture. For
example, a compact hourglass-shape DCNN structure and a
subpixel convolution structure are designed in (Dong et al,
2016b; Shi et al, 2016), respectively. In this study, we solve
this problem in an orthogonal view and propose to maxi-
mize the capacity of a given lightweight network with a new
learning strategy. In addition, due to not involving network
architecture, the proposed scheme can be directly integrated
into any lightweight SISR networks for enhancement.
Knowledge distillation. This line of research aims at
distilling knowledge from a complicated (or an ensemble of
models) teacher model into a compact (or single) alternative
without performance drop. Hinton et al. (Hinton et al, 2015)
propose to distil knowledge by matching the soften output
(e.g., logits) of teacher models. Romero et al. (Romero et al,
2014) further match the intermediate features (e.g., hints) of
teacher models. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al, 2017b) integrate
the knowledge distillation into a mutual learning framework.
Different from matching the output of teacher models, we
propose to learn the pixel-wise importance of each example
to training loss from a teacher model.
Curriculum and self-paced learning. Similar as this
study, these two paradigms learn a model gradually includ-
ing from easy to complex examples in training phase. In cur-
riculum learning (Bengio et al, 2009), the curriculum (i.e.,
learning sequence) is often derived by predetermined heuris-
tics. For example, in (Bengio et al, 2009), the curriculum is
derived based on the variability in shape to enable shapes
with less variability being learned earlier. In (Khan et al,
2011), the common sense of participants are employed to
determine the learning sequence of graspability to object. In
self-paced learning, the curriculum design is often integrated
into the learning objective as a regularization. For example,
Jiang et al. (Jiang et al, 2014) jointly optimize the learning
objective as well as a binary weight vector which controls
the learning pace. In contrast, the proposed adaptive impor-
tance learning scheme learns a pixel-wise curriculum based
on the reconstruction error of the network and aims at en-
hancing the capacity of a given lightweight SISR network.
Moreover, it enables the network to seamlessly assimilate
the knowledge from a more powerful teacher network.
3 The proposed learning paradigm
In general, with n LR-HR image pairs {xi,yi}ni=1, we can
learn a lightweight network S(·, θ) as follows
min
θ
E(θ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
l (yi,S(xi, θ)) (1)
where θ denotes the network parameters and l indicates the
loss function (e.g., MSE loss or `1 loss). In the training
phase, the optimal θ seeks to minimize the expectation E(θ)
where all pixel with different reconstruction difficulties are
fed together into S for training. To maximize the pixel-wise
fitting capacity of S, we propose to train S with an adaptive
importance learning scheme as
min
θ,W
E(θ,W ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[l (yi wi,S(xi, θ)wi) + h(wi)] ,
s.t. ∀i, 0  wi  1,
(2)
wherewi indicates the pixel-wise importance vector for each
training pair and W = {wi}ni=1 collects all importance vec-
tors. Since 0  wi  1, the pixel-wise importance can
be viewed as the probability of each pixel participating the
training procedure as Eq. (2), e.g., when the importance is
zero, the corresponding pixel will removed from training the
network.  denotes point-wise multiplication. h(wi) repre-
sents a penalty function over wi, which controls the impor-
tance learning strategy as well as avoiding trivial solutions
of wi (e.g., wi = 0).
In the adaptive importance learning scheme, the network
parameter θ and the importance W are jointly optimized. To
solve this problem, we can adopt the alternative minimiza-
tion scheme (Zhang et al, 2018), which reduces this problem
into a θ-subproblem and a W -subproblem, and then alterna-
tively optimizes each subproblem until convergence. Differ-
ent from the traditional learning scheme in Eq. (1) which
only trains the network once, the proposed learning scheme
will train the network in several rounds. More importantly,
with an appropriate h(wi), the importance of image pixels
can be assigned to any value expected, with which a spe-
cific group of pixels can be picked out from all training ex-
amples to optimize for the network parameter θ in the next
iteration. Through optimizing the network parameter θ and
dynamically updating the importance in an alternative way,
the proposed learning scheme is able to train the network S
with a specific learning paradigms. In addition, when h(wi)
is given as the following indicator function,
h(wi) = I(wi,1) =
{∞, wi 6= 1
0, wi = 1
, (3)
the proposed learning scheme will degenerate to the tradi-
tional learning scheme in Eq. (1). Therefore, the proposed
adaptive importance learning scheme is a general learning
framework for SISR.
In this study, we employ the proposed learning scheme
in Eq. (2) with a carefully designed h(wi) to train a given
lightweight SISR network S with an easy-to-complex paradigm
for capacity enhancement. To this end, the importance pro-
duced by the designed h(wi) are required to conform with
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the following requirements. At beginning, the importance of
complex pixels that are difficult to reconstruct will be sup-
pressed (i.e., assigned to a small value close to zero) while
the importance of pixels that are easy to reconstruct will be
highlighted (i.e., assigned to a large value close to one). By
doing this, S is encouraged to focus on learning to recon-
struct easy pixels when its initial capacity is limited. Given
the learned S, importance W will be gradually increased to
expose S to more complex pixels for the next round of train-
ing, and thus the capacity of S will be enhanced. When the
alternative minimization converges, the capacity of S can be
maximized. In the following, we will introduce a carefully
designed h to update the importance W as expected.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
importance
-0.5
0
0.5
1
pl
en
ty
h(w,w')
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w *
Fig. 1 The designed importance penalty function h(w,w′) (e.g., d =
0.1, λ = 0.1).
3.1 Adaptive importance learning
According to the discussion above, we find that a basic prin-
ciple for importance updating is to gradually increase the
importance to feed S with more complex pixels in the next
round of training. Moreover, the increment to importance
should be determined by a decreasing function over the re-
construction difficulty of image pixels to guarantee the easy-
to-complex learning paradigm. However, it is difficult to de-
termine the reconstruction difficulty of pixels given an im-
age. Intuitively, pixels lying on image details or within com-
plex structures often are more difficult to reconstruct than
those on flat areas. To quantitatively indicate the reconstruc-
tion difficult, we adopt the reconstruction error of the learned
network S on pixels as a rough measure. This is inspired by
the observation that most SISR methods can better recon-
struct pixels on flat areas than those on image details. In
addition, the reconstruction error of network S on all pix-
els can be directly indicated by the loss l in Eq. (2). Thus,
the key for importance learning is to design an appropriate
importance penalty function h(wi).
To comply with the importance learning principle men-
tioned above, we carefully design a penalty function h and
reformulate the learning scheme in Eq. (2) as follows
min
θ,W
E(θ,W ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[l(yi wi,S(xi, θ)wi) + h(wi,w′i)] ,
s.t. ∀i,w′i ≤ wi ≤ 1,
(4)
where w′i denotes the importance vector in previous itera-
tion and h(wi,w′i) is given as
h(wi,w
′
i) =
∑
j
(
wji − w′ji
)(
ln
wji − w′ji
λ
− 1
)
. (5)
In Eq. (5), wji and w′ji denote the j-th element in wi and
w′i, respectively. λ is a predefined positive scalar. In the fol-
lowing, we will discuss the benefits of h(wi,w′i) in details.
Similar as solving Eq. (2), we adopt the alternative mini-
mizing scheme to alternatively optimize θ and W in Eq. (5).
Specifically, when the importance vectors W are given, the
learning problem for θ can be well addressed by the back-
propagation algorithm. When θ is fixed, the learning prob-
lem for W can be simplified as
min
w
dw + (w − w′)
(
ln
w − w′
λ
− 1
)
,
s.t. w′ ≤ w ≤ 1,
(6)
where w denotes the importance of a specific pixel in train-
ing samples (e.g., an element from wi) and w′ denotes the
corresponding importance value in previous iteration (e.g.,
the corresponding element from w′). d denotes the recon-
struction loss of the learned network S on the considered
pixel. To solve the problem in Eq. (6), we introduce the fol-
lowing result.
Theorem 1 Considering the constraint w′ ≤ w ≤ 1, func-
tion f(w) = dw + (w − w′)
(
ln w−w
′
λ − 1
)
is a convex
function and f(w∗) reaches the minima when
w∗ = w′ + λ · e−d. (7)
Proof Given f(w) and the constraint w′ ≤ w ≤ 1, we have
∂2f(w)
∂w2 =
∂
∂w
(
d+ ln w−w
′
λ
)
= λw−w′ > 0. Thus, with the
constraint w′ ≤ w ≤ 1, f(w) is a convex function, and the
minima is reached when ∂f(w)∂w |w=w∗ = 0. We have
d+ ln
w∗ − w′
λ
= 0⇒ w∗ = w′ + λ · e−d
.
To further illustrate this point, a visual example can be
found in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 2 Importance initialization from a teacher network (e.g., VDSR (Kim et al, 2016a)). (a) Importance function in Eq. (8) with different param-
eters. (b) Example image. (c) Prediction error (e.g., `2 norm) from the teacher network. (d) Importance map for the example image with parameter
µ0 = 0.01, α0 = 100.
According to Theorem 1, the problem in Eq. (6) has a
closed-form solution as Eq. (7). In Eq. (7), the importance
w∗ is updated by adding an increment to importance value
w′ in the previous iteration. Since λ · e−d ≥ 0, such a up-
date rule enables to gradually increase the importance in
each iteration. Moreover, the increment is determined by an
decreasing function over the reconstruction loss of the pre-
learned model S on the corresponding pixel, viz., a small
increment is given when the reconstruction loss is large.
Both aspects of principle for importance learning mentioned
at the beginning of this subsection are satisfied. Therefore,
the learning scheme in Eq. (4) with the penalty function
h(w,w′) is able to feed more and more complex pixels into
S for training with an easy-to-complex paradigm through
adaptively updating the importance vector as Eq. (7). Fur-
thermore, the proposed learning scheme enables the network
to seamlessly assimilate the knowledge from a more power-
ful teacher network in the form of pixel importance initial-
ization. This will be introduced in details in the following
subsection.
3.2 Importance initialization from the teacher
In Eq. (4), the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme
depends on the the importance vectors w′ in previous itera-
tion. This brings an intuitive problem in initializing the im-
portance at beginning. According to the discussion at the
beginning of Section 3, it is necessary to determine the im-
portance of image pixels according to their reconstruction
difficulty and complex pixels are expected to be assigned to
smaller importance than that to easy pixels. Since S is un-
known at beginning, it is infeasible to indicate the pixel im-
portance according to the reconstruction error of S as Sec-
tion 3.1. To address this problem, we propose to learn im-
portant W from a given more powerful teacher network T .
Similar as the learned S, T will produce larger reconstruc-
tion error on complex pixels than those easy ones. Then,
a decreasing function over the reconstruction error is em-
ployed to produce the importance. To well suppressing the
complex pixel as well as highlight the easy ones at the be-
ginning, we establish the following importance function
g(x) =
z
1 + e(x−µ0)α0
, (8)
where x denotes the reconstruction error (e.g, `2 norm) of
the teacher network T on a specific pixel and g(x) is the
corresponding importance value. µ0 and α0 denote the bias
and scale parameters in this function. z = (1 + e−µ0α0)
is a normalization factor which scales the importance into
[0, 1]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the importance
function in Eq. (8), we plot the profiles of g(x) with differ-
ent parameters as well as the estimated importance map on
an example image in Figure 2. It can be seen that g(x) will
produce a small importance when the reconstruction error is
large, vice versa. On the example image, we can find that
pixels lying on image details (i.e., exhibiting complex struc-
tures) are assigned to low importance, while pixels on flat
areas are assigned to high importance. This complies with
the intuition that pixels on image details are more difficult
to reconstruct than those on flat areas.
Given the teacher network T and the importance func-
tion g, we can train the network S by solving the following
problem
min
θ
E(θ;W ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
l (yi wi,S(xi, θ)wi) ,
s.t. ∀i,wi = g(T (xi)),
(9)
where, for a concise formulation, we employ g(T (xi)) to
denote applying g to the reconstruction error of T on each
pixel in xi. In this learning scheme, the knowledge from
the teacher network is distilled to guide training the network
with the easy-complex paradigm.
Relation to focal loss The proposed learning scheme in
Eq. (9) is similar to the focal loss based learning scheme (Lin
et al, 2017). Both of them dynamically reweight samples
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during the training procedure to enhance the capacity of net-
work. However, they totally differ in the following three as-
pects. 1) With the proposed scheme, the learned model is
forced to focus on easy cases, whereas focal loss encour-
ages the network to focus on complex cases. 2) In Eq. (9),
the weights to training examples are determined by the pre-
diction error of the given teacher model, while focal loss
determines those weights based on the training error of the
learned model. 3) Focal loss is proposed for training a more
robust classifier or detector, while the proposed scheme aims
at learning a more powerful compact SISR model.
3.3 Algorithm
With the alternative minimizing scheme, the overall opti-
mization procedure for the prosed adaptive importance learn-
ing scheme in Eq. (2) can be summarized into Algorithm 1.
At the beginning, the network S is trained with the impor-
tance vectors W initialized by the given teacher network T
as Eq. (9). Then, the learning scheme in Eq. (4) is carried
out in T iterations to gradually enhance the capacity of S.
Algorithm 1: Adaptive importance learning (AIL)
Input: Input HR-LR training pairs {xi,yi}ni=1, pre-trained
teacher model T , importance function g, penalty
function h and λ.
1. Importance initialization from teacher:
(1) Learn importance W as Eq. (9);
(2) Update model parameter
θ∗ = argminθ E(θ;W ) as Eq. (4);
2. Adaptive importance learning:
For t← 1 to T
(1) Update W ∗ = argminW E(θ∗,W ) as Eq. (7);
(2) Update θ∗ = argminθ E(θ,W ∗) as Eq. (5);
End for
Output: θ-parameterized model S.
It is noticeable that in theory Algorithm 1 can well con-
verge. Specifically, according to Eq. (7), the importance vec-
tors W are gradually increased with the proceeding of itera-
tions. When all elements in W increase to 1, the importance
W will be unchanged in the following iterations and Algo-
rithm 1 will converge, since no novel information will be
provided by the training examples. More experimental evi-
dence will be provided in Section 5.4.
In addition, different from previous methods (Dong et al,
2016b; Shi et al, 2016) that design new lightweight net-
work architectures to deploy deep SISR methods onto real
devices, the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme
only focuses on how to enhance the capacity of network with
a new training paradigm, and thus it can be directly applied
to any given lightweight SISR network architecture. Exper-
imental evidence will provided in Section 5.
4 Customizing lightweight SISR model
Most of state-of-the-art SISR models (Dong et al, 2016a;
Kim et al, 2016a; Ledig et al, 2017; Tai et al, 2017) are in-
spired by the DCNN framework where the basic modules are
convolution layer. To obtain a lightweight network, previous
literatures (Dong et al, 2016b; Shi et al, 2016) propose to de-
sign new architectures (e.g., introducing a hourglass-shape
structure or a sub-pixel convolution structure), which, how-
ever, cannot be conveniently applied to other DCNNs for
SISR, especially when different scales of lightweight net-
works are required to fit various real devices. In this study,
given a teacher network, we customize the lightweight net-
work by directly reducing filters in each convolution layer
to reduce the amount of output feature maps by a fixed ra-
tio (e.g., 0 < ρ < 1). By doing this, we can obtain differ-
ent scales of lightweight networks with different ρs. Given
a fixed ρ, each convolution layer (i.e., except the input and
output layer) in the obtained lightweight network reduces
1 − (1 − ρ)2% parameters as well as computational com-
plexity, compared with that in the teacher network. The pa-
rameters and computational complexity of some lightweight
networks are provided in Table 3.
It is noticeable that the comparison between different
ways of customizing lightweight network architecture is be-
yond the scope of this study. Our aim of adopting the way
of reducing filters is to make it convenient to verify the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed learning scheme in enhancing
different scales of lightweight networks.
5 Experimental results and analysis
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed learning scheme in
enhancing a given lightweight SISR network architecture.
5.1 Dataset
Training datasets Current SISR methods often adopt dif-
ferent training datasets. For example, the very large Ima-
geNet dataset is adopted by (Dong et al, 2016a), while liter-
atures (Kim et al, 2016a; Tai et al, 2017) aggregate 91 im-
ages from (Yang et al, 2010) and another 200 images from
the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (Martin et al, 2001) to-
gether for training. In this study, we adopt the dataset uti-
lized in (Kim et al, 2016a) with 291 images as benchmark to
train all networks for fair comparison. In addition, rotation
(e.g., with angle 90◦, 180◦, 270◦), flip and downsampling
(e.g., with ratio 0.5, 0.7, 1.0) are further employed for data
augmentation.
Test datasets Similar as (Huang et al, 2015; Kim et al,
2016a; Tai et al, 2017), we adopt four benchmark datasets
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for performance evaluation, namely Set5 (Bevilacqua et al,
2012), Set14 (Zeyde et al, 2010), BSD100 (Timofte et al,
2014) and Urban100 (Huang et al, 2015), which contain 5,
14, 100 and 100 indoor and outdoor natural images, respec-
tively.
5.2 Teacher SISR networks
In this study, we adopt two seminal DCNN architectures for
SISR to customize the lightweight network as well as ini-
tializing importance for Algorithm 1, including VDSR (Kim
et al, 2016a) and DRRN (Tai et al, 2017). Currently, the net-
work architectures of most state-of-the-art SISR methods (Kim
et al, 2016b; Lai et al, 2017; Mao et al, 2016) are inspired
by these two models. In VDSR, 20 fully convolution lay-
ers with global residual structure are employed to learn a
deep mapping from a given LR input to an HR output. This
is the first attempt to introduce the global residual structure
into SISR, which enables a much deeper model than previ-
ous works (Dong et al, 2016a) and improves the SISR per-
formance obviously. According to (Kim et al, 2016a), 64
feature maps are adopted for VDSR in this study. Recently,
DRRN advances replacing the convolution layers in VDSR
with a recursive block, which further improves the SISR per-
formance as well as reducing the model parameters. As sug-
gested in (Tai et al, 2017), the recursive number and amount
of feature maps are set 25 and 128, respectively.
5.3 Training and testing setup
For network training, we follow the standard protocol uti-
lized in (Kim et al, 2016a). Specifically, we implement these
two teacher networks mentioned above as well as the corre-
sponding lightweight networks based on the codes released
online 1. With introducing the mean squared error (MSE)
loss as l into Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we train each network in 50
epochs with batch size 128 in the Pytorch framework (Paszke
et al, 2017). Learning rate is initially set as 0.1 and then de-
cayed by a factor 10 every 10 epochs. Model parameters are
learned by the SGD optimizer with momentum parameter
0.9, weight decay parameter 1e−4 and gradient clip param-
eter 0.4. In Algorithm 1, we set the pre-defined parameter
λ = 0.15 and maximum iterations T = 10. For the impor-
tance function g, the parameter α0 = 0.01 and µ0 = 100
are fixed in the following experiments.
In testing phase, we employ each learned network to im-
prove the resolution of a given LR image with three dif-
ferent scaling factors 2, 3, 4. To quantitatively evaluate the
1 VDSR: https://github.com/twtygqyy/pytorch-vdsr
DRRN: https://github.com/jt827859032/DRRN-pytorch
performance of each network, we adopt two standard crite-
ria, namely peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structured
similarity (SSIM) to measure their super-resolution results.
5.4 Ablation study
In this part, we mainly focus on demonstrating the effect
of the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme and
the importance initialization scheme, the difference between
the proposed learning scheme and the knowledge distillation
and the convergence of Algorithm 1. To this end, we adopt
VDSR as the teacher network T and obtain the correspond-
ing lightweight network by reducing the amount of feature
maps in each convolution layer with a fixed ratio ρ = 0.8 as
Section 4. Concretely, the amount of feature maps in each
convolution layer of the lightweight network is reduced from
64 to 13, viz., the parameters and the computational com-
plexity is only 4% of that in VDSR, shown as Table 3.
5.4.1 Effect of adaptive importance learning
We propose the adaptive importance learning scheme to train
a given lightweight network with an easy-to-complex prin-
ciple as well as gradually enhance the network generaliza-
tion capacity. To demonstrate this point, we train the given
lightweight network above with Algorithm 1 and evaluate it
on three test datasets (e.g., Set14, BSD100 and Urban100).
For simplicity, we term the obtained network VDSR-f13+-
AIL where -f13 denotes the amount of feature maps in
each convolution layer of the given lightweight network.
The performance (e.g., PSNR and SSIM) curves of VDSR-f-
13+AIL within T = 10 iterations are depicted in Figure 3.
It can be seen that on each dataset both the PSNR and SSIM
measures of VDSR-f13+AIL are gradually increased with
the proceeding of iterations. To further clarify this point, we
implement two variants of VDSR-f13+AIL by training the
same lightweight network with Algorithm 1 but initializing
the importance W as zeros and random values, respectively.
For simplicity, we term these two variants VDSR-f13+AI-
L+init 0 and VDSR-f13+AIL+init r. The correspond-
ing performance curves for these two variants are also pro-
vided in Figure 3. We can find that the adaptive importance
learning scheme always gradually enhance the super-resolution
performance with the proceeding of iterations, which is ro-
bust to the initialization of importance. This is because that
in Eq. (7) the importance is gradually increased based on its
previous value, which enables to expose the network with
more and more complex pixels. In addition, the final nu-
merical results of these three methods on four test datasets
are reported in Table 1. To illustrate their superiority, we
also implement a baseline method, VDSR-f13, which is
obtained by training the given lightweight network with the
traditional learning scheme in Eq. (1). It can be seen that
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Fig. 3 The performance (e.g., PSNR and SSIM) curves of VDSR-f13+AIL, VDSR-f13+AIL+init 0 and VDSR-f13+AIL+init r
within 10 iterations on three test datasets.
Table 1 Average PSNR/SSIM of VDSR-f13, VDSR-f13+ILT and VDSR-f13+AIL on four test datasets. The best results are in bold.
↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the performance increase and decrease over VDSR-f13, respectively.
Dataset scale VDSR-f13 VDSR-f13+AIL+init 0 VDSR-f13+AIL+init r VDSR-f13+AIL
Set5
×2 37.18/0.9580 37.39/0.9589 ↑0.21/↑0.0009 37.41/0.9590 ↑0.23/↑0.0010 37.43/0.9591 ↑0.25/↑0.0011
×3 33.07/0.9155 33.26/0.9184 ↑0.19/↑0.0029 33.27/0.9183 ↑0.21/↑0.0028 33.36/0.9196 ↑0.29/↑0.0041
×4 30.74/0.8724 30.87/0.8764 ↑0.13/↑0.0040 30.90/0.8769 ↑0.16/↑0.0045 30.99/0.8788 ↑0.25/↑0.0065
Set14
×2 32.84/0.9115 32.98/0.9124 ↑0.13/↑0.0009 32.98/0.9126 ↑0.14/↑0.0011 33.01/0.9126 ↑0.17/↑0.0011
×3 29.53/0.8269 29.65/0.8295 ↑0.11/↑0.0025 29.68/0.8300 ↑0.15/↑0.0030 29.73/0.8309 ↑0.20/↑0.0040
×4 27.75/0.7600 27.84/0.7633 ↑0.10/↑0.0033 27.87/0.7636 ↑0.12/↑0.0036 27.93/0.7654 ↑0.18/↑0.0054
BSD100
×2 31.63/0.8930 31.74/0.8944 ↑0.11/↑0.0014 31.75/0.8946 ↑0.12/↑0.0017 31.78/0.8949 ↑0.15/↑0.0020
×3 28.54/0.7906 28.62/0.7932 ↑0.08/↑0.0026 28.65/0.7935 ↑0.11/↑0.0030 28.69/0.7946 ↑0.14/↑0.0041
×4 27.03/0.7169 27.08/0.7193 ↑0.05/↑0.0024 27.11/0.7199 ↑0.08/↑0.0030 27.14/0.7212 ↑0.11/↑0.0043
Urban100
×2 30.06/0.9056 30.32/0.9092 ↑0.25/↑0.0036 30.34/0.9096 ↑0.28/↑0.0041 30.42/0.9106 ↑0.36/↑0.0051
×3 26.42/0.8081 26.60/0.8146 ↑0.18/↑0.0065 26.66/0.8158 ↑0.24/↑0.0077 26.76/0.8189 ↑0.34/↑0.0108
×4 24.64/0.7312 24.74/0.7369 ↑0.10/↑0.0057 24.79/0.7379 ↑0.15/↑0.0067 24.87/0.7416 ↑0.22/↑0.0105
VDSR-f13+AIL and the other two variants obviously out-
performs VDSR-f13 in all cases. This demonstrates that the
proposed easy-to-complex learning strategy can better ex-
ploit the super-resolution capacity of the given lightweight
network than the traditional learning scheme in Eq. (1).
In summary, we can conclude that the proposed adaptive
importance learning scheme is able to gradually enhance the
capacity of the given lightweight network and ultimately ob-
viously improve the super-resolution performance, which,
furthermore, is robust to the importance initialization.
5.4.2 Effect of importance initialization from teacher
In the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme as Al-
gorithm 1, we initialize the importanceW by distilling knowl-
edge from a given teacher network as Eq. (9). It is noticeable
that this is not the unique way for importance initialization.
As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, the importance can be simply
initialized as zeros or random values. To illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed importance initialization scheme,
we compare VSDR-f13+AIL with its two variants, namely
VDSR-f13+AIL+init 0 and VDSR-f13+AIL+init r.
Their performance curves and the numerical comparison re-
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Table 2 Average PSNR/SSIM of VDSR-f13, VDSR-f13+Distil and VDSR-f13+AIL on four test datasets. The best results are in bold.
↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the performance increase and decrease over VDSR-f13, respectively.
Dataset scale VDSR-f13 VDSR-f13+Distil VDSR-f13+AIL
Set5
×2 37.18/0.9580 37.21/0.9581 ↑0.03/↑0.0001 37.43/0.9591 ↑0.25/↑0.0011
×3 33.07/0.9155 33.09/0.9158 ↑0.02/↑0.0003 33.36/0.9196 ↑0.29/↑0.0041
×4 30.74/0.8724 30.68/0.8705 ↓0.06/↓0.0019 30.99/0.8788 ↑0.25/↑0.0065
Set14
×2 32.84/0.9115 32.88/0.9115 ↑0.04/↑0.0000 33.01/0.9126 ↑0.17/↑0.0011
×3 29.53/0.8269 29.55/0.8272 ↑0.01/↑0.0003 29.73/0.8309 ↑0.20/↑0.0040
×4 27.75/0.7600 27.71/0.7587 ↓0.03/↓0.0013 27.93/0.7654 ↑0.18/↑0.0054
BSD100
×2 31.63/0.8930 31.65/0.8932 ↑0.02/↑0.0002 31.78/0.8949 ↑0.15/↑0.0020
×3 28.54/0.7906 28.56/0.7911 ↑0.02/↑0.0005 28.69/0.7946 ↑0.14/↑0.0041
×4 27.03/0.7169 27.01/0.7160 ↓0.02/↓0.0009 27.14/0.7212 ↑0.11/↑0.0043
Urban100
×2 30.06/0.9056 30.07/0.9058 ↑0.01/↑0.0003 30.42/0.9106 ↑0.36/↑0.0051
×3 26.42/0.8081 26.47/0.8097 ↑0.04/↑0.0015 26.76/0.8189 ↑0.34/↑0.0108
×4 24.64/0.7312 24.59/0.7290 ↓0.05/↓0.0022 24.87/0.7416 ↑0.22/↑0.0105
sults can be found in Figure 3 and Table 1. As shown in
Figure 3, importance initialization from a teacher network
in VSDR-f13+AIL leads to much better initial capacity of
network in the first iteration than that from both the zero
and the random importance initialization in other two vari-
ants. For example, on Urban100 dataset, the superiority of
VSDR-f13+AIL over other two variants is up to 0.2db.
Moreover, with the proceeding of iterations, VSDR-f13+AIL
obviously outperforms the other two variants in all cases and
VDSR-f13+AIL+init r often surpasses VDSR-f13+AI-
L+init 0. Similar results also occur on the numerical re-
sults of these three methods, shown as Table 1. The reason
for their performance difference comes from the following
two aspects. On one hand, when the importance W is ini-
tialized as zeros, no examples will be chosen to train the
network in the Importance initialization from teacher step
of Algorithm 1, and the network with randomly initialized
weights will be directly fed into the Adaptive importance
learning step to update the importance based on its recon-
struction error. Thus, the resulted importance will render the
learning scheme deviating from starting with easy pixels and
the following training procedures are prone to be trapped
into a bad local minima. On the other hand, when W is ran-
domly initialized, the learning scheme is also prone to de-
viate from the principle of starting with easy pixels. In con-
trast to the case with zero-initialized W , randomly initial-
izedW enables to train the network in the Importance learn-
ing from teacher step of Algorithm 1 with some selected pix-
els, which leads to better initial network capacity as well as
the final results, shown as the results of VDSR-f13+AIL+i-
nit r and VDSR-f13+AIL+init 0 in Figure 3 and Ta-
ble 1. In this study, the proposed importance initialization
from teacher enables the network to start with easy pix-
els, thus producing the best performance. Therefore, we can
conclude that importance initialization from teacher can ben-
efit providing better initial capacity of network as well as the
ultimate super-resolution performance.
5.4.3 Comparison with knowledge distillation
The proposed adaptive importance learning scheme initial-
izes the importance from a given teacher network, which is
similar to the prevailing knowledge distillation scheme (Hin-
ton et al, 2015). Both of them distil specific knowledge from
a given teacher model to train the student model for better
generalization capacity. The difference is that the knowledge
distillation scheme forces the student network to mimic the
soften output of the given teacher network, whereas the pro-
posed scheme distils the importance from the teacher net-
work to guide the lightweight network focusing on handling
easy pixels at beginning. To further clarify their difference,
we implement a variant of VSDR-f13+AIL by training the
same lightweight network with the knowledge distillation
scheme (Hinton et al, 2015) as
min
θ
1
n
∑n
i=1
[l (yi,S(xi, θ)) + β · l (T (xi),S(xi, θ))]
(10)
where β is set as 0.1 for the best performance. The numerical
results of this variant (i.e., termed VSDR-f13+Distil),
VSDR-f13+AIL and VSDR-f13 on four test datasets are
provided in Table 2. It can be found that VSDR-f13+Distil
only gives comparable results to that of the baseline VDSR-f13
and is far inferior to VSDR-f13+AIL. To further clarify
this point, we depict some visual results of these three net-
works in Figure 4. We can find that compared with VSDR-f13
and VSDR-f13+Distil, VDSR-f13+AIL recovers more
image details and the produced results are even close to
that of VDSR with full parameters. The reason is intuitive.
In (Hinton et al, 2015), knowledge distillation scheme is uti-
lized in the classification problem where the soften output of
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Ground truth VDSR-f13 VDSR-f13+Distil VDSR-f13+AIL VDSRGT VDSR-f: psnr=29.93, ssim=0.8858VDSR+Distil: psnr=30.05, ssim=0.8874VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=30.34, ssim=0.8928VDSR: psnr=30.5, ssim=0.8958
(PSNR/SSIM) (29.93/0.8858) (30.05/0.8874) (30.34/0.8928) (30.50/0.8958)GT VDSR-f: psnr=31.17, ssim=0.9348VDSR+Distil: psnr=31.29, ssim=0.9358VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=31.64, ssim=0.9394VDSR: psnr=31.89, ssim=0.9414
(PSNR/SSIM) (31.17/0.9348) (31.29/0.9358) (31.64/0.9394) (31.89/0.9441)
Fig. 4 Visual super-resolution results of VDSR-f13, VDSR-f13+ILT, VDSR-f13+Distil and VDSR. First row: the super-resolution results
for image ’78004’ from BSD100 dataset when scaling factor is 2. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’86000’ from BSD100 dataset
when scaling factor is 2.
the teacher network can provide more valuable information
than the discrete labels in ground truth. However, SISR is a
regression problem where the ground truth is inherently con-
tinuous. Thus, the output of teacher network fails to provide
more valuable information than the ground truth. In con-
trast, the proposed scheme enables to train the lightweight
network with an easy-to-complex paradigm, which can en-
hance the generalization capacity of network.
5.4.4 Convergence
In Algorithm 1, the network training and the importance
learning are conducted in an alternative way. Thus, it is nec-
essary to analysis the convergence of Algorithm 1. In ad-
dition to the theoretical illustration in Section 3.3, we fur-
ther depict the PSNR and SSIM curves of VSDR-f13+AIL
within T = 10 iterations on three test datasets in Figure 3. It
can be found that VSDR-f13+AIL gradually improves the
performance and ultimately converges with the proceeding
of iterations.
Table 3 Parameters, computation complexity (e.g., FLOPS) and av-
erage running time (e.g., seconds) of different scales of lightweight
networks for VDSR. The running time is evaluated over Set5 dataset
with scaling factor 3 on a single CPU.
Method Parameters Complexity Time
VDSR 665K 2491M 5.26
VDSR-f32/+AIL 166K 642M 2.13
VDSR-f22/+AIL 79K 311M 1.46
VDSR-f16/+AIL 42K 170M 0.96
VDSR-f13/+AIL 28K 115M 0.77
DRRN 297K 483337M 65.98
DRRN-f25/+AIL 12K 18463M 4.21
5.5 Enhancing different scales of lightweight networks
In this part, we employ the proposed learning scheme to
enhance the capacity of different scales of lightweight net-
works for the given VDSR teacher network. Specifically, we
implement three different scales of lightweight networks with
16 (i.e., ρ = 0.75), 22 (i.e., ρ = 0.66) and 32 (i.e., ρ =
0.5) features maps in each convolution layer. Similar as ex-
periments above, we separately train each lightweight net-
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Table 4 Average PSNR/SSIM of VDSR-f16, VDSR-f16+AIL and VDSR on four test datasets. ↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the
performance increase and decrease over VDSR-f16, respectively.
Dataset scale VDSR-f16 VDSR-f16+AIL VDSR
Set5
×2 37.23/0.9581 37.51/0.9594 ↑0.28/↑0.0013 37.59/0.9596
×3 33.21/0.9174 33.45/0.9205 ↑0.25/↑0.0031 33.69/0.9227
×4 30.77/0.8731 31.05/0.8805 ↑0.29/↑0.0073 31.34/0.8846
Set14
×2 32.85/0.9115 33.05/0.9131 ↑0.19/↑0.0017 33.08/0.9135
×3 29.63/0.8288 29.79/0.8318 ↑0.15/↑0.0030 29.90/0.8339
×4 27.78/0.7608 27.96/0.7665 ↑0.18/↑0.0058 28.10/0.7699
BSD100
×2 31.65/0.8931 31.82/0.8955 ↑0.17/↑0.0024 31.87/0.8961
×3 28.61/0.7926 28.72/0.7956 ↑0.10/↑0.0029 28.81/0.7979
×4 27.05/0.7175 27.17/0.7222 ↑0.11/↑0.0047 27.26/0.7253
Urban100
×2 30.06/0.9056 30.53/0.9120 ↑0.47/↑0.0064 30.65/0.9135
×3 26.58/0.8132 26.83/0.8210 ↑0.25/↑0.0077 27.08/0.8273
×4 24.68/0.7327 24.93/0.7439 ↑0.24/↑0.0112 25.15/0.7520
Table 5 Average PSNR/SSIM of VDSR-f22, VDSR-f22+AIL and VDSR on four test datasets. The results of VDSR-f32+AIL comparable to
or over VDSR are in bold. ↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the performance increase and decrease over VDSR-f22, respectively.
Dataset scale VDSR-f22 VDSR-f22+ILT VDSR
Set5
×2 37.34/0.9586 37.59/0.9597 ↑0.25/↑0.0011 37.59/0.9596
×3 33.32/0.9190 33.54/0.9211 ↑0.22/↑0.0022 33.69/0.9227
×4 30.87/0.8759 31.14/0.8818 ↑0.27/↑0.0059 31.34/0.8846
Set14
×2 32.94/0.9123 33.11/0.9136 ↑0.17/↑0.0013 33.08/0.9135
×3 29.71/0.8304 29.82/0.8324 ↑0.11/↑0.0020 29.90/0.8339
×4 27.86/0.7632 28.00/0.7676 ↑0.14/↑0.0044 28.10/0.7699
BSD100
×2 31.73/0.8942 31.87/0.8961 ↑0.14/↑0.0019 31.87/0.8961
×3 28.67/0.7942 28.75/0.7964 ↑0.08/↑0.0022 28.81/0.7979
×4 27.10/0.7194 27.19/0.7231 ↑0.09/↑0.0037 27.26/0.7253
Urban100
×2 30.28/0.9086 30.64/0.9133 ↑0.36/↑0.0048 30.65/0.9135
×3 26.72/0.8170 26.92/0.8233 ↑0.19/↑0.0063 27.08/0.8273
×4 24.78/0.7368 24.99/0.7464 ↑0.22/↑0.0096 25.15/0.7520
Table 6 Average PSNR/SSIM of VDSR-f32, VDSR-f32+AIL and VDSR on four test datasets. The results of VDSR-f32+AIL comparable to
or over VDSR are in bold. ↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the performance increase and decrease over VDSR-f32, respectively.
Dataset scale VDSR-f32 VDSR-f32+AIL VDSR
Set5
×2 37.49/0.9593 37.68/0.9601 ↑0.19/↑0.0008 37.59/0.9596
×3 33.35/0.9191 33.68/0.9227 ↑0.32/↑0.0036 33.69/0.9227
×4 31.01/0.8783 31.26/0.8840 ↑0.25/↑0.0057 31.34/0.8846
Set14
×2 33.03/0.9130 33.19/0.9144 ↑0.16/↑0.0014 33.08/0.9135
×3 29.71/0.8306 29.89/0.8339 ↑0.18/↑0.0032 29.90/0.8339
×4 27.94/0.7654 28.08/0.7695 ↑0.14/↑0.0041 28.10/0.7699
BSD100
×2 31.81/0.8953 31.93/0.8970 ↑0.12/↑0.0017 31.87/0.8961
×3 28.67/0.7943 28.80/0.7979 ↑0.13/↑0.0035 28.81/0.7979
×4 27.15/0.7212 27.24/0.7248 ↑0.09/↑0.0037 27.26/0.7253
Urban100
×2 30.51/0.9116 30.84/0.9155 ↑0.32/↑0.0040 30.65/0.9135
×3 26.74/0.8177 27.05/0.8270 ↑0.31/↑0.0093 27.08/0.8273
×4 24.88/0.7412 25.10/0.7506 ↑0.21/↑0.0094 25.15/0.7520
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Ground truth VDSR-f16 VDSR-f16+AIL VDSRGT VDSR-f: psnr=29.29, ssim=0.9459 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=30.21, ssim=0.9569 VDSR: psnr=30.58, ssim=0.9593
(PSNR/SSIM) (29.29/0.9459) (30.21/0.9569) (30.58/0.9593)GT VDSR-f: psnr=30.7, ssim=0.9465 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=31.33, ssim=0.9505 VDSR: psnr=31.34, ssim=0.9517
(PSNR/SSIM) (30.70/0.9465) (31.33/0.9505) (31.34/0.9517)
Fig. 5 Visual super-resolution results of VDSR-f16, VDSR-f16+AIL and VDSR. First row: the super-resolution results for image ’96’ from
Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is 2. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’93’ from Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is
3.
Ground truth VDSR-f22 VDSR-f22+AIL VDSRGT VDSR-f: psnr=27.31, ssim=0.8833 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=27.84, ssim=0.895 VDSR: psnr=28.24, ssim=0.9029
(PSNR/SSIM) (27.31/0.8833) (27.84/0.8950) (28.24/0.9029)GT VDSR-f: psnr=26.27, ssim=0.8886 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=26.84, ssim=0.9019 VDSR: psnr=27.08, ssim=0. 061
(PSNR/SSIM) (26.27/0.8886) (26.84/0.9019) (27.08/0.9061)
Fig. 6 Visual super-resolution results of VDSR-f22, VDSR-f22+AIL and VDSR. First row: the super-resolution results for image ’87’ from
Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is 3. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’butterfly’ from Set5 dataset when scaling factor is
4.
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Ground truth VDSR-f32 VDSR-f32+AIL VDSRGT VDSR-f: psnr=26.69, ssim=0.8925 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=27.39, ssim=0.9058 VDSR: psnr=27.38, ssim=0.905
(PSNR/SSIM) (26.69/0.8925) (27.39/0.9058) (27.38/0.9050)GT VDSR-f: psnr=30.29, ssim=0.9152 VDSR-f+AIL: psnr=31.19, ssim=0.9305 VDSR: psnr=31.39, ssim=0.9321
(PSNR/SSIM) (30.29/0.9152) (31.19/0.9305) (31.39/0.9321)
Fig. 7 Visual super-resolution results of VDSR-f32, VDSR-f32+AIL and VDSR. First row: the super-resolution results for image ’ppt3’ from
Set14 dataset when scaling factor is 3. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’55’ from Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is 4.
work with the traditional learning scheme in Eq. (1) and
the proposed one in Algorithm 1. The resulted networks are
termed with the same naming way as Section 5.4. For exam-
ple, two trained lightweight networks with 16 feature maps
are termed VDSR-f16 and VDSR-f16+AIL, respectively.
VDSR-f16 denotes the baseline method.
Before discussing the performance of each network, we
first analysis their amount of parameters as well as the com-
putational complexity. Providing that the testing image is
of size 256 × 256, the parameters and theoretical computa-
tional complexity of these lightweight networks as well as
the teacher network VDSR are given in Table 3. For exam-
ple, the amount of parameters as well as the computational
complexity of VDSR-f32 and VDSR-f32+AIL are only
25% of that for VDSR.
Under the same experimental settings, the quantitative
results of all networks on four test datasets are provided
in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. It can be found that the
proposed adaptive importance learning scheme enhances the
performance of lightweight networks obviously. For exam-
ple, in Table 4, when the scaling factor is 2 on the Set5
dataset, the superiority of VDSR-f16+AIL over VDSR-f16
in PSNR and SSIM is up to 0.28db and 0.0013, respectively.
Moreover, the superiority of VDSR-f32+AIL is more ob-
vious on the more challenging dataset. For example, when
the scaling factor is 2 on the Urban100 dataset, the supe-
riority of VDSR-f16+AIL over VDSR-f16 in PSNR and
SSIM is even up to 0.47db and 0.0064, respectively. In ad-
dition, we find that the proposed learning scheme performs
the best on scaling factor 2 among three scaling factors. For
example, as shown in Table 5 and Table 6, VDSR-f22+AIL
produces comparable results on four test datasets to that of
VDSR, and VDSR-f32+AIL even outperforms VDSR, es-
pecially on the Urban100 dataset on which the superior-
ity is up to 0.19db in PSNR. The reason is intuitive. Com-
pared with other two scaling factors, the SISR task on scal-
ing factor 2 is relatively easier and contains many pixels that
cannot be well reconstructed by the baseline network (e.g.,
VDSR-f16) but may be well reconstructed when the capac-
ity of the lightweight network is maximized. Thus, with the
easy-to-complex learning paradigm, the proposed scheme is
able to improve the performance more obviously. In con-
trast, the SISR task on other two scaling factors contains
extensive complex pixels beyond the maximum capacity of
the network, which cannot be well reconstructed even with
the easy-to-hard learning paradigm. According to these re-
sults, we can conclude that the proposed adaptive impor-
tance learning scheme is able to enhance the performance
of different scales of lightweight networks in SISR. More
evidence in visual results can be found in Figure 5, 6 and 7.
5.6 Enhancing lightweight network with other architectures
Due to not involving modifying the architecture of network,
the proposed learning scheme can be directly applied to any
lightweight DCNN based SISR methods. To demonstrate
this point, we further evaluate the proposed learning scheme
on another seminal network for SISR, DRRN (Tai et al, 2017).
Specifically, we implement a lightweight network with 25
feature maps (i.e., ρ = 0.8) in each convolution layer. The
corresponding parameters as well computational complex-
ity can be found in Table 3. Then, we train this lightweight
network with the traditional learning scheme in Eq. (1) and
the proposed adaptive importance learning scheme as Al-
gorithm 1. In the proposed learning scheme, the pre-trained
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Table 7 Average PSNR/SSIM of DRRN-f25, DRRN-f25+AIL and DRRN on four test datasets. ↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the
performance increase and decrease over DRRN-f25, respectively.
Dataset scale DRRN-f25 DRRN-f25+AIL DRRN
Set5
×2 37.02/0.9575 37.52/0.9593 ↑0.50/↑0.0018 37.69/0.9602
×3 33.26/0.9181 33.64/0.9214 ↑0.37/↑0.0033 34.02/0.9257
×4 30.92/0.8740 31.28/0.8832 ↑0.36/↑0.0092 31.69/0.8899
Set14
×2 32.80/0.9110 33.11/0.9135 ↑0.31/↑0.0025 33.31/0.9152
×3 29.64/0.8290 29.83/0.8325 ↑0.19/↑0.0035 30.05/0.8369
×4 27.82/0.7606 28.05/0.7682 ↑0.23/↑0.0076 28.35/0.7752
BSD100
×2 31.58/0.8926 31.84/0.8955 ↑0.26/↑0.0030 32.04/0.8984
×3 28.60/0.7929 28.76/0.7960 ↑0.16/↑0.0030 28.96/0.8015
×4 27.03/0.7167 27.21/0.7234 ↑0.18/↑0.0067 27.42/0.7299
Urban100
×2 29.95/0.9048 30.58/0.9123 ↑0.63/↑0.0075 31.22/0.9195
×3 26.62/0.8140 26.96/0.8233 ↑0.34/↑0.0093 27.57/0.8390
×4 24.72/0.7331 25.04/0.7474 ↑0.32/↑0.0143 25.57/0.7668
Ground truth DRRN-f25 DRRN-f25+AIL DRRNGT DRRN-f: psnr=29.31, ssim=0.8816 DRRN-f+AIL: psnr=30.05, ssim=0.8958 DRRN: psnr=31.18, ssim=0.9136
(PSNR/SSIM) (29.31/0.8816) (30.05/0.8958) (31.18/0.9136)GT DRRN-f: psnr=24.59, ssim=0.9023 DRRN-f+AIL: psnr=26.1, ssim=0.9308 DRRN: psnr=26.99, ssim=0.9414
(PSNR/SSIM) (24.59/0.9023) (26.10/0.9308) (26.99/0.9414)
Fig. 8 Visual super-resolution results of DRRN-f25, DRRN-f25+AIL and DRRN. First row: the super-resolution results for image ’35’ from
Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is 3. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’40’ from Urban100 dataset when scaling factor is
4.
DRRN is utilized to initialized the importance. The obtained
two networks are termed DRRN-f25 and DRRN-f25+AIL,
respectively. Similar as that in Section 5.5, the quantitative
and visual results of these two networks are provided in Ta-
ble 7 and Figure 8. We can find that the propose learning
scheme can obviously improve the performance of the corre-
sponding lightweight network. For example, when the scal-
ing factor is 2 on the Urban100 dataset, DRRN-f25+AIL
outperforms DRRN-f25 in PSNR and SSIm by 0.51db and
0.0059, respectively. In Figure 8, DRRN-f25+ILT and DRR-
N-f25+AIL produces more sharp and clear results than
that of DRRN-f25.
In previous experiments, we customize all lightweight
networks by reducing the amount of filters in each convo-
lution layer from a given teacher network. As mentioned in
Section 4, there are some other choices Dong et al (2016b);
Shi et al (2016) that focus on investigating new architec-
ture. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed learning scheme on those network with specialized
lightweight architectures, we employ it to train the FSRCNN (Dong
et al, 2016b) which exhibits a hourglass-shape structure. Sim-
ilar as previous experiments, given the lightweight network,
we train it separately with the traditional learning scheme
as Eq. (1) and the proposed adaptive importance learning in
Algorithm 1. The learned networks are termed FSRCNN and
FSRCNN+AIL, respectively. For training FSRCNN+AIL, we
adopt the pre-trained VDSR as the teacher network for im-
portance initialization. The numerical results of these two
networks on four test datasets are reported in Table 8. Since
we adopt a larger training dataset, the performance of the
FSRCNN is slightly higher that in Dong et al (2016b). In Ta-
ble 8, we can find that FSRCNN+AIL surpasses FSRCNN
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Ground truth FSRCNN FSRCNN+AILGT FSRCNN: psnr=31.93, ssim=0.9522 FSRCNN+AIL: psnr=32.89, ssim=0.9615
(PSNR/SSIM) (31.93/0.9522) (32.89/0.9615)GT FSRCNN: psnr=24.82, ssim=0.8957 FSRCNN+AIL: psnr=25.24, ssim=0.9175
(PSNR/SSIM) (24.82/0.8957) (25.24/0.9175)
Fig. 9 Visual super-resolution results of FSRCNN and FSRCNN+AIL. First row: the super-resolution results for image ’52’ from Urban100 dataset
when scaling factor is 2. Second row: the super-resolution results for image ’ppt3’ from Set14 dataset when scaling factor is 4.
Table 8 Average PSNR/SSIM of FSRCNN and FSRCNN+AIL on four
test datasets. ↑PSNR/SSIM and ↓PSNR/SSIM denote the performance
increase and decrease over FSRCNN, respectively.
Dataset scale FSRCNN FSRCNN+AIL
Set5
×2 37.01/0.9570 37.41/0.9587 ↑0.40/↑0.0017
×3 33.01/0.9143 33.33/0.9188 ↑0.32/↑0.0045
×4 30.66/0.8699 30.98/0.8776 ↑0.31/↑0.0077
Set14
×2 32.74/0.9103 33.00/0.9123 ↑0.26/↑0.0020
×3 29.56/0.8262 29.73/0.8300 ↑0.17/↑0.0038
×4 27.71/0.7583 27.92/0.7643 ↑0.20/↑0.0061
BSD100
×2 31.55/0.8921 31.72/0.8941 ↑0.18/↑0.0020
×3 28.55/0.7904 28.67/0.7938 ↑0.12/↑0.0034
×4 27.02/0.7162 27.13/0.7204 ↑0.11/↑0.0042
Urban100
×2 29.77/0.9010 30.24/0.9076 ↑0.47/↑0.0066
×3 26.43/0.8071 26.70/0.8158 ↑0.27/↑0.0088
×4 24.61/0.7279 24.83/0.7393 ↑0.23/↑0.0115
clearly in all cases. For example, when the scaling factor is
2 on both Set5 and Urban100 datasets, FSRCNN+AIL im-
proves the PSRN of FSRCNN at least by 0.4db. More visual
evidence can be found in Figure 9.
Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed adaptive
importance learning scheme is a general SISR learning scheme
and can be applied to any given lightweight network archi-
tectures for performance enhancement.
6 Conclusion
In this study, we present an easy-to-complex learning strat-
egy, termed adaptive importance learning scheme, to enhance
the fitting capacity of a given lightweight SISR network ar-
chitecture. The propose learning scheme integrates network
training and pixel-wise importance learning into a joint op-
timization framework, which can be well addressed in an
alternative way. Through dynamically updating the impor-
tance of image pixels, the network starts with learning to re-
construct easy pixel at the beginning, and then are exposed
to more and more complex pixels for training. By doing
this, the fitting capacity can be gradually enhanced and ulti-
mately maximized when the learning scheme converges. In
addition, the learning scheme enables seamlessly assimilat-
ing the knowledge from a more powerful teacher network
to initialize the importance of image pixels, which leads
to better initial capacity of the network as well as the ulti-
mate super-resolution performance. Extensive experimental
results on four benchmark datasets demonstrate that the pro-
posed learning strategy is able to enhance the super-resolution
performance of a given lightweight network with different
architectures or scales.
It is noteworthy that the proposed adaptive importance
learning is general learning paradigm for enhancing the light-
weight regression networks. In the future, we will further ex-
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ploit its potential benefits in other regression problems, e.g.,
image denoising, image deblurring and image inpainting etc.
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